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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

INQUIRY INTO CONSTRUCTION AND PROCUREMENT OF FERRY VESSELS IN 
SCOTLAND 

SUBMISSION FROM JOHN HENDRY  

Calmac Ferry  

I feel uniquely qualified to comment on the disappointing confusion surrounding the 

recent attempted construction of the two Calmac ferries. I have worked in both Naval 

and commercial yards  the ‘modus’ the two  is different and this may be confusing to 

expert witnesses with a military background 

 

I attach below a brief resume indicating why I made this assertion. 

 

I have supervised ship construction for over twenty years, including two Calmac 

ferries MV BUTE and MV ARGYLL both delivered pretty much on time and budget. 

I also supervised most of the building of the Scottish fisheries research vessel in 

Fergusons some 25 years ago.   

 

Additionally I have managed diesel electric vessels for NATO, supervised the 

construction of bulk carriers, container ships, for international clients many of these 

vessels were very advanced technically one such ship  GYPSUM CENTENNIAL was 

the most advanced vessel  of its type and awarded ship of the year 2000 other 

vessels were advanced off shore craft built in various countries Korea, Poland, China 

and so on. 

 

I was a member of the Institute of Chartered Arbitrators. A Member of the Institute of 

Marine Engineers,  I resigned from these institutions when i retired from active ship 

construction work a few years ago 

 

My information has been gleaned only from information in the public domain I have 

no ‘special interest’ in either party.  

 

It is important to understand the normal fairly simple management flow of 

commercial ship construction from start to finish;  

 

A need for a new vessel is identified by the Owners usually for operational, technical 

or financial reasons. Clarification of the specification is provided by the Company’s  

managers and superintendents with the vessel’s dimensions, speed, carrying 

capacity, economy  laid out in general terms. 

This  general specification is submitted to the Company’s naval architect or a 

consultant naval architect appointed by them.  
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The Naval architect is responsible for drawing up a general arrangement, and 

verifying that the ship will give the speed, stability and carrying capacity required by 

the Owners, the naval architect is responsible for obtaining the necessary approvals 

for the ship from the regulatory bodies (unless this responsibility is delegated 

specifically elsewhere)  When approved by the Owners these drawings form part of a 

large specification sent out to various competing shipyards. 

 

The shipyards submit a quotation, but, at that stage may request some detailed 

changes such as a preference for a particular engine or a specific electronics 

package. 

 

The various quotations are reviewed by the Owners and, inevitably after several 

meetings and clarifications a successful yard is selected and a contract is signed. 

At this point the contract is set and no significant changes can be made without 

penalties being incurred.   

 

One must ask was this procedure followed with the Calmac ferries. 

 

The first anomaly of note in this contract is that there is not one set of “Owners” but 

two i.e.  Calmac the actual operators and until recently the Owners but now also 

Cmal theoretically the new “owners”.  

 

Cmal operate from a separate building and is essentially divorced from the operation 

of the vessels thus introducing an extra level of management and possible confusion 

into a system which formerly worked smoothly. 

 

(Cmal was allegedly formed some 15 years ago as a device to block EU countries 

bidding for Scottish ferry services) One must ask therefore if Cmal was intended to 

protect Scottish interests why did it go to Portugese naval architects with little 

experience of Scottish ferry operations. Scotland and UK have competent naval 

architects V ships, Denholm group of companies etc.. 

  

The second anomaly is the advanced design for dual fuel engines.  

 

Environmentally sensitivities are important  but realistically who was responsible for 

selecting these engines and for what reasons. 

 

There are existing, well proven and simple solutions to running “clean” propulsion 

systems. 

 

For example; 

First; it should be noted that this year requires that all diesel ships must burn diesel 

fuel with less than 0.5% sulphur This in itself sharply reduces contamination from 
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normal marine diesel. All “off the shelf” medium speed diesels can operate on this 

clean fuel. 

 

Second;  Using the engine room as a power station with several smaller diesels 

driving generators.  The generator output is fed to electric motors driving thrusters / 

propellers. The advantage of this system being engines can be shut down as 

necessary between high demand manouvering or low demand cruising  thus the 

running engines are always operating at maximum efficiency of around 85%.  (giving 

a reduction in contaminants at ideal operating conditions)There is commonality of 

spare parts thus reducing maintenance costs  

 

 One “set of engines can power propulsion and all hotel services further optimising 

economy. 

 

This system has been around for years is simple and well proven. 

 

Three; Another system is to use the generators to drive propellers but with surplus 

power going to charge batteries which in turn discharge to assist propulsion when 

required.  Various forms of this system have been around for years but is of 

necessity more complicated and there is a weight penalty  in the batteries which 

reduces passenger capacity. 

 

The above examples are only brief outlines of some basic systems radily available. 

There are others but this is not intended as a technical paper 

 

Another anomaly in this contract; 

Apparently the alleged number of design changes. 

 

This is totally unacceptable in modern shipbuilding. 

 

Owners with even the most basic idea of shipbuilding must know this is a disaster for 

a shipyard 

 

It means; 

 

• The builder may have to dismantle and scrap previously completed work.  

• Any alteration has to be submitted to statutory bodies and Class for approval 

which inevitably causes delays as Class must run it through their own 

rules/naval architects/ safety branch and so on. 

• Ongoing production stops while modifications take place. 

• Delays making the modification (with manufacturing delays for machinery 

from third party makers) 
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To submit design changes during the construction phase indicates the operators and 

owners have been indecisive and unaware of the practicalities of ship construction.  

 

To put this into context International yards will first complete a ship to the spec and 

after trials will move the ship to a repair berth and carry out the modifications at 

repair rates. Such is the gravity of calling for design changes after contract inception.   

Yet another anomaly in this contract was the composition of the board of Cmal. I 

took the opportunity to look at the experience of the directors. While they are largely 

experienced in harbours and ports from various parts of UK and Europe there would 

not appear to be a corresponding experience in shipbuilding  or ship design. 

The situation faced by the shipyard in this case would be dire, recently purchased 

out of bankruptcy, in itself trying to recruit skilled labour, faced with an unapproved 

design, extremely complicated propulsion plant, a constantly changing specification 

from an Owner apparently unable to decide what it wanted. 

Not only did the shipyard face apparent confusion from  Cmal and Calmac there was 

apparent pressure from the Scottish government trying to rush through a contract to 

give the yard financial help but as they were unaware of the timescale in planning a 

ship build their interference served to add to the apparent general chaos  

In conclusion;  

A sad but inevitable end for a shipyard with a proud history, no new ferry for the 

islands and an expensive penalty for the taxpayers. There is much to be said in 

favour of removing the monopoly of island services and allowing other operators to 

bid for these contracts with the proportionate subsidies the present operators 

receive. 

One can but hope that common sense will apply in future for this yard and allow it to 

continue to build ships under the management of commercial management. There 

are as mentioned already several good Scottish shipping companies such as 

Denholm which would be perfectly capable of managing this asset efficiently and 

economically. 

 


